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Abstract
There are many numerical techniques for the solution of partial differential equations which
effectively (but perhaps unwittingly) describe adsorption and trapping processes. This paper
explores a variant of one technique, Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) where consistent
electromagnetic circuit analogue models are developed. There is a focus on the correlation
between model parameters and the factors that control 'discrete-duration' adsorption and
trapping/detrapping processes. The paper includes pointers towards the development of
combinatoric methods for predicting space-time variations in the flux of diffusing species in the
presence of adsorption or reversible trapping.

1. Introduction
1.1 Adsorption and the effective diffusion constant
In the context of this paper 'adsorption' (which is best viewed from the view-point of individual
components) is interpreted as the temporary retention of species at a spatial location which will
be returned in its entirety at some later time. Reversible 'trapping' is best viewed from the viewpoint of an ensemble of species. In the treatment that follows some of this ensemble may be
removed from the system at a given instant, but thereafter a fraction of what was retained will be
returned, so that as t --> ∞ all of the species that was trapped at that time will have been returned.
Adsorption has been traditionally quantified using a parameter called an 'isotherm' which relates
the concentration of the instantaneously immobilised species [S] to that of the freely mobile
species [C]. For instance the Langmuir adsorption isotherm is given by

[S] = K [C] (K is the capacity ratio)
Now, the diffusion of a species in the presence of and absorbing medium is given by
d[C]
d 2 [C] d[S]
=D
−
dt
dx 2
dt
Using Eqn (1) we get

(1)
(2)

d[C]
D d 2 [C]
=
(3)
dt
(1 + K ) dx 2
Which confirms that the process can be treated as a conventional diffusion process with an
effectively reduced diffusion constant which is given by
D
Deff =
(4)
(1+ K )
1.2 The numerical modelling of diffusion with adsorption
In undertaking any model there are two distinct approaches. One is based on a clear
understanding of the process where the objective is to obtain results for a particular set of
conditions. The other is to gain insight into the underlying processes by the comparison of
theory with experiment. The evolution from Eqn (2) to Eqn (3) above is just such an example.
However, independent of approach, the simulation of real systems may involve such
mathematical complexity as to make analytical solutions almost, if not totally impossible to
achieve. For this reason numerical methods are often required. This paper is concerned with
numerical methods.
There are a very broad range of finite difference schemes that can be used either for insight or for
brute solution. Probabilistic methods can be used and like the previous, there may be advantages
or disadvantages. Monte Carlo methods involves the monitoring of a finite number of particles
which move through the computational space and behave as if they were real species. At the end
an ensemble result is calculated which has the effect of smearing out any local individualistic
behaviour. The Local Interaction Simulation Approach (LISA) of Delsanto et al [2] involves
random walkers who move in a mesh-discretised space. At each time instant the walker has a
specified probability of moving to an immediate neighbouring site or remaining where it is. At
an extreme level of abstraction we find cellular automaton (CA) models. Particles, which may

represent, for example, concentration, amplitude or population of a species are distributed on a
mesh which, in two-dimensions, may be a Cartesian or hexagonal grid. These are then subjected
to the repeated application of a simple set of rules and the evolving behaviour is monitored.
With the right set of rules it may be possible to define a CA system whose evolution closely
parallels that of the physical behaviour of interest. In many instances [3] the set of rules may
have no obvious physical basis and are used simply because they deliver appropriate dynamic
behaviour. The use of electrical network analogue models is a well established approach to
solving partial differential equations or physical problems that are described by such PDEs. An
extension of this (which to this author's knowledge has not been applied to diffusion with
adsorption) is electromagnetic network analogue models. One such method, called Transmission
Line Matrix (TLM) combines the benefits of several of the techniques mentioned above. It
involves analogous electrical networks which deliver a spatial discretisation of the problem. The
presence of electromagnetic transmission lines provide both spatial and temporal discretisation.
Inputs are delivered as a train of electrical impulses, so that it is amenable to digital signal
processing. These pulses scatter within the model space and their scattering properties are
determined by the laws of electromagnetics. Thus TLM can be considered as identical to a CA
model, but one where the transition rules now have a physical basis; we have regained insight.
This is the first of two papers which are concerned with the application of TLM to the modelling
of diffusion with adsorption, which we can consider as a form of reversible trapping. The aim of
the first paper is largely 'how to', but the latter sections will concentrate on gaining novel
insights using this method. The second paper in this pair is concerned with the question of the
consistency of TLM models for diffusion with adsorption as the problem space is scaled down
from the macro-level to the micro-level. A further paper will look at physical process that
involve irreversible trapping.
Initially some of the concepts of TLM can appear slightly opaque except to those with a
specialist knowledge in microwave electromagnetics. Accordingly the next section will be in the
form of a primer on the subject which will conclude with a demonstration of how the concepts of
current and energy conservation which are known in TLM modelling of electromagnetic can be
extended to cover diffusion with adsorption. Section 3 introduces the transmission line stub, a
concept which has been borrowed from microwave theory, which proves extremely useful as a
storage device. The CA-like processes in TLM, particularly in one-dimensional treatments are
amenable to a combinatorial analysis. The extension of such ideas to include scattering and
storage will be introduced here. Section 4 covers TLM models for adsorption, while TLM
models for trapping are considered in section 5. Many authors develop a set of algorithms and
conclude by demonstrating the extent to which their work and some accepted analytical
expression/s agree. The approach here is somewhat different in that the underlying physics of
adsorption/trapping provide benchmarks. The demonstration of agreement between suitable
TLM networks and the differential equations associated with these phenomena is embedded
throughout the paper.
2 Basic theory of lossless and lossy TLM
In this section it will be assumed that the reader has little knowledge of the basic elements upon
which TLM is founded, so there will be a fairly elemental introduction to transmission lines and

transmission line discontinuities. We will then show in outline how algorithms can be developed
for one, two and three-dimensional networks. Later in the paper it will become important to
demonstrate consistency with physical observation and for that reason, particular attention will
be paid to the nature of the conserved quantities that will be used in the models.
In describing transmission line behaviour there are many possible levels of abstraction.
However, in electrical analogue terms we treat them as having a string of inductances in series
and a ladder of capacitances in parallel. The former acts as a store of magnetic energy, while the
latter stores electrical energy. The value of inductance is generally quoted per unit length as Ld,
while the equivalent value of capacitance per unit length is designated as Cd. The ratio Ld/Cd is a
constant for given transmission line of uniform constituents and geometry. The square root of
this ratio is defined as the impedance and is independent of length. The product of Ld and Cd has
dimensions (time2-distance-2) and indeed we can write an expression for the propagation velocity
of a signal on a transmission line as
1
(5)
v=
Ld C d
If this is used together with the definition for impedance, we arrive at two very useful
expressions for the time, Δt it takes a signal to travel a specific distance, Δx as a function of one
or other of the line parameters
L Δx
(6)
Δt = Z Cd Δx or Δt = d
Z
Strictly speaking these are valid only as limiting relationships at low frequencies or long
wavelengths, but if Δx is at least one order of magnitude smaller than the shortest wavelength of
interest, they give good numerical accuracy.
So long as the impedance of a transmission line is uniform then signals in transit suffer no
attenuation or dispersion. However, if the impedance changes at some location, then there will
be reflections and transmissions [this has exact parallels with the behaviour of electron wave
functions encountering quantum mechanical barriers]. Thus, when an impulsive signal travelling
on a line of impedance ZA encounters a change of line impedance to ZB. this will cause part of
the signal to be reflected and part to be transmitted. The reflection coefficient is:
Z − ZA
(7)
ρ= B
ZB + ZA
This applies regardless of whether we are considering the voltage or the current component of
the signal.
The transmission coefficient is dependent on the signal that we are observing. If this is current,
then the appropriate coefficient is given by
τI = 1− ρ
(8)
2Z A
=
ZA + ZB
The voltage transmission coefficient is given by

τV = 1 + ρ
2Z B
=
ZA + ZB

(9)

For a unit impulse incident on the system, the reflected power is then ρ 2 and the transmitted
power is τ I τ V = 1 − ρ 2 which confirms that energy is conserved during the scattering process.
However, there is one apparent anomaly in this consideration. Let us imagine that the
discontinuity ZB comprised two resistors, each of value, R and a terminating impedance of value
ZA. In this case we would have a reflection coefficient given by
R
(10)
ρ=
R+Z
The transmission coefficient at the point of scattering is as given above, but if we look at the
signal that is transmitted into the terminating impedance, we might be surprised to find that it is
(1 - ρ) regardless of whether we are observing voltage or current. A simple analysis shows that
this is due to the power dissipation in the resistors.
2.1 TLM as a scattering process
The treatment which is given here could be done for current or voltage pulses. In common with
most works on the subject we will used a voltage-based analysis. Let us start by assuming that
we have a network comprising transmission line, impedance Z, connected in series to two
resistors (in series) which are connected in series to another transmission line of impedance, Z of
equal length. The total length of transmission line is Δx, so that the transit time is Δt. Our point
of inspection (x) is located at the centre of this 'node', between the two resistors. At time kΔt two
incident pulses, kiVL(x) and kiVR(x) are travelling along transmission lines and approaching the
resistors from left and right respectively. The Thévenin equivalent circuit assumes that these
pulses have originated from voltage sources 2kiVL(x) and 2kiVR(x), and we can use a simple
potential divider formula to calculate the contribution from each to the voltage at the centre of
the node:

2 kiVL (x)(R + Z ) 2 kiVR (x)(R + Z )
+
= kiVL + kiVR
k φ (x) =
(2R + 2Z )
(2R + 2Z )
The scattering of these incident pulses (reflection and transmission) is described by:
s
V = ρ kiVL + τ kiVR
k L

VR = τ kiVL + ρ kiVR

s

(11)

(12)

k

This is the Scattering Rule in our algorithm
Each of the scattered pulses now takes a time Δt/2 to travel to the boundaries of the node and a
further time Δt/2 before becoming incident pulses at adjacent nodes:
i
V (x) = skVR (x − 1)
k+1 L
(13)
i
V (x) = kiVL (x + 1)
k+1 R

This is the Incidence Rule in our algorithm
A TLM scheme comprises the repeated application of theses two rules for every node in our
space. Time advances by Δt every time we repeat this automaton. We can at any time, kΔt
inspect the potential at each node by using eqn (11).
2.2 TLM solution strategies for the diffusion equation
In addition to being the originator of TLM and its particular philosophy, Johns [9] was also the
first to draw links between lossy TLM and finite difference formulations of the diffusion
equation. He showed that for ρ = 0.5 TLM and the explicit finite difference expression (at its
stability limit) are identical. This is also identical to the simple random walk. Enders and de
Cogan [10], drawing on work of Taitel and Goldstein [11,12] have shown that for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 (but
not ρ ≠ 0.5) TLM algorithms are identical in character to correlated random walk models and
that TLM effectively solves the telegraph equation
∂ 2φ
∂φ
∇ 2φ = L dCd 2 + R dCd
(14)
∂t
∂t
In its early stages of development much effort was expended on trying to 'shoe-horn' it into
modelling the parabolic equation that approximates the diffusion process. In this respect there
was considerable success and modellers sought out conditions which ensured that the wavepropagation component in the above equation (the first term on the right) could be ignored.
Whether this was necessary is now open to question and we can develop an interesting insight
using eqn (10). Remembering that Rd = 2R/Δx in this case, we can write

1
1
(15)
=
Δt
⎡ 2Δt 1 ⎤
1+
1+ ⎢ 2
⎥
RC
⎣ Δx Rd Cd ⎦
From this we can relate the TLM reflection coefficient to the diffusion constant and the space
and time discretisation parameters which are used in the scheme
1
ρ=
(16)
2Δt
1+ D 2
Δx
de Cogan [5] has shown that if we assume that signal velocity, Δx/Δt is a constant at any level of
scaling, then as we reduce the values of space and time discretisation, the reflection coefficient
becomes smaller. Irrespective of whether the second term on the right in eqn (14) dominates at
the macro-level, the first term on the right, the wave-term becomes the significant component at
the micro-level.

ρ=

1

Z
1+
R

=

2.3 Two-dimensional TLM formulation
Up to this point we have only talked about lossy models. This is because lossless TLM is
somewhat trivial in one-dimension. In this section we will look at lossy networks in twodimensions, and then (as required) set the losses to zero.

Figure 1 shows a two-dimensional node with a pulse incident from the west at the instant before
it is reflected. The impedance which the pulse sees at the discontinuity is a resistor in series with
a parallel arrangement of three impedances (R+Z). The reflection coefficient is therefore
3R + R + Z - 3Z
2R - Z
ρ=3R + R + Z + 3Z = 2R + 2Z
(17)
The transmitted component down any arm is τ, where 3τ = 1 - ρ.
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Figure 1 A two-dimensional link-line lossy node and its lumped equivalent circuit with a pulse.
Note the use of the compass points (North, South, East and West) to designate direction.
The lumped equivalent electric circuit due to a single incident pulse is also shown in the figure.
We can assume that in a general formulation there are pulses incident from all directions. The
pulse which is scattered from each arm consists of one reflected and three transmitted
components.
⎛ sVN ⎞ ⎛ ρ τ τ τ ⎞ ⎛ iVN ⎞
⎜ sV ⎟ ⎜ τ ρ τ τ ⎟ ⎜ iV ⎟
⎜ S⎟ =⎜
⎟ ⎜i S⎟
(18)
s
⎜ VE ⎟ ⎜ τ τ ρ τ ⎟ ⎜ VE ⎟
⎜ s ⎟ ⎜ τ τ τ ρ⎟ ⎜ i ⎟
⎠ k ⎝ VW ⎠
⎝ VW ⎠ ⎝
k
This applies to all nodes. The connect step relates what was scattered at adjacent nodes at time
kΔt that will arrive in at node (x,y) at time (k+1)Δt.
i
k+1 VN(x,y)

= ksVS(x,y+1)

i
k+1 VS(x,y)

= ksVN(x,y-1)

i
k+1 VE(x,y)

= ksVW(x+1,y)

i
k+1 VW(x,y)

= ksVE(x-1,y)

(19)

These two equations represent the transition rules for two-dimensional TLM and if the potential
at node (x,y) is required then it is expressed as the current from each contributor passing through
the point divided by the total admittance (reciprocal of impedance) of the node:
⎡ 2 kiVN (x) ⎤ ⎡ 2 kiVS (x) ⎤ ⎡ 2 kiVE (x) ⎤ ⎡ 2 kiVW (x) ⎤
⎢ R+ Z ⎥+ ⎢ R+ Z ⎥+⎢ R+ Z ⎥+⎢ R+ Z ⎥
⎣
⎦ ⎣
⎦ ⎣
⎦ ⎣
⎦
k φ (x) =
⎡ 4 ⎤
⎢⎣ R + Z ⎥⎦

=

V (x) + kiVS (x) + kiVE (x) + kiVW (x)
2

i
k N

(20a)

(20b)

Figure 2 (a), the arrival of current and voltage signals along one arm in a two dimensional TLM
node. (b) power dissipation within the node after signal scattering.
2.4 Energy conservation in two-dimensional TLM networks
By varying the value of R we can operate within the range -0.5 ≤ ρ < 1. The case of ρ = -0.5
occurs when R = 0, and is extensively used to model two-dimensional lossless propagation. The
corresponding transmission coefficient is then τ = (1 - ρ)/3 = 0.5. The power transmitted through
any of the four arms is 0.25, so we have energy conservation. We can show that even when R ≠
0 we have energy conservation and it is instructive to see how it comes about. Figure 2(a) shows

the arrival of voltage and current pulses into one arm of a two-dimensional link-line* node (x,y).
The instantaneous voltages at three positions are shown in the lower part of (b). The upper part
of (b) shows the scattered powers. These are numbered for ease of identification. sP1 and sP2 are
in the incoming arm, while sP3 and sP4 which are shown for only one arm, apply equally to all
arms in which transmission occurs.
We can now start to identify the different components of power in the scattering phase
s

s

(21a)

P1 = ρ 2 i I iV

(

)

P2 = τ I i I (V− x − φ )

(21b)

⎡τ
⎤
P3 = ⎢ I i I ⎥ (φ − Vx )
⎣3 ⎦
⎡τ
⎤
s
P4 = ⎢ I i I ⎥ τ V iV
⎣3 ⎦

(21c)

s

(21d)

These reduce to

P1 = ρ 2 i I iV as before

(22a)

⎡1
⎤
P2 = 3τ i I iV ⎢ + ρ ⎥
⎣2
⎦
⎡1
⎤
s
P3 = τ i I iV ⎢ − τ ⎥
⎣2
⎦

(22b)

s

s

s

(22c)
(22d)

P4 = τ 2 i I iV

If we normalise to unit i I iV then we have

(ρ

2

+ 3τ 2

)

in the TLs

+ 3τ (1 + ρ − τ )
in the resistors

or

(ρ

2

+ 3τ 2

)

in the TLs

+ 6τ ( ρ + τ )

(23)

in the resistors

This reduces to ( ρ + 3τ ) which is unity and applies in the entire physically realistic range of
scattering (-0.5 ≤ ρ < 1).
2

*

So called because the transmission lines provide the link between nodes. The alternative 'linkresistor' formulation has the transmission lines placed at the centre of the node. Further details of
this can be found in reference [14].

3. The transmission line stub
This is an entity which is borrowed from microwave technology. In practical situations where
we have an impedance mismatch we can add one or more lengths of transmission line, whose
effect is to inhibit the arrival of reflections at some exterior viewpoint (observation plane). Stubs
are normally terminated as either open-circuits or short-circuits. A short-circuit terminated stub
adds inductance to the line. An open-circuit termination adds capacitance. In this respect stubs
'load' transmission lines and thereby slow down signals in transit. In doing so, they act as
temporary storage devices and it is this feature that will be exploited in our consideration of
adsorption.

Figure 3 A two-dimensional lossless (R = 0) TLM network that can be used to model wave
propagation in open-space
3.1 Incorporation of suitable* stubs into TLM networks
Let us imagine that we have a planar wave moving from left to right across the mesh which is
shown in figure 3. Our definition of a planar wave means that at any instant in time the signals
which are scattered upwards/downwards from a node are identical to those that are scattered
downwards/upwards from nodes which are above/below. This suggests that we could simplify
the treatment by reducing the problem to a one-dimensional description where the lines in the ydirection are reduced to a distance Δx/2 and terminated in open-circuits as shown in figure 4(a).
Any signal which is scattered north (+y direction) or south (-y direction) will be scattered with
reflection coefficient ρ = 1 at time (k + 1/2)Δt and will arrive back at the same node at (k + 1)Δt.
These lines are acting as stubs and force the one-dimensional propagation to mimic twodimensional planar propagation. There is no reason why we should not amalgamate these stubs
and this is shown in figure 4(b)

*

In this context 'suitable' is used to imply a stub arrangement which helps the TLM analogue to
match a particular physical process.

(a)

(b)
Figure 4 (a) a circuit which uses symmetry to reduce planar propagation in a two-dimensional
mesh of figure 3 to a one-dimensional problem. (b) the condensation of two stubs per node to
one stub per node
In calculating the scattering coefficients we now have to adopt a nomenclature which
distinguishes between
1. a signal that was on the main line and is reflected back along the main line ρLL
2. a signal that was on the main line and is transmitted along the main line
τLL
3. a signal that was on the main line and is transmitted into the stub-line
τLS
4. a signal that was on the stub line and is reflected back along the stub line
ρSS
5. a signal that was on the stub line and is transmitted into the main lines
τSL
If we now calculate the scattering coefficients for any node in figure 4(b) we find that
(i) coefficients for voltage are

ρ LL = −

1
2

τ SL = 1

1
2
1
=
2

τ LL =
τ LS

ρ SS = 0

(ii) coefficients for current are
1
2
τ SL = 1
τ LS = 1
The energy in the system after the scattering process is
2
2
ρ LL
+ τ LL
+ (τ LS )I (τ LS )V = 1

ρ LL = −

1
2

τ LL =

ρ SS = 0

Thus any signal which enters the stub from the main-line is stored for one time-step before being
returned in its entirety.
This is clearly an example of

[ reflection ] + [transmission ] + [ storage] = 1
i.e. ρ LL

+

τ LL

+

τ LS

=1

(24)

3.2 Space-time scatter diagrams
Scatter diagrams [13] are a very useful way of visualising the spatial accumulation of reflections
and transmissions at different instant in a one-dimensional space and are a first step in the
development of a combinatorial approach to TLM, where P(x,k), the population at any location
(x) at k time intervals after initial injection can be calculated without using the normal iterative
schemes[14]. Figure 5 is a space-time scatter diagram which shows the three processes of
reflection, storage and one-time trapping. The question that arises is whether this can be
extended to the full range of values of ρ for one-dimensional scattering (0 < ρ < 1)? We might
also ask how things might look if we remove the one-time trapping restriction, i.e. allow the stub
to behave more like a conventional stub where ρSS ≠ 0? This can be seen in figure 6. However,
before we can consider these fully we have to introduce one further entity, the lossy stub which
is discussed in the next section.

Figure 5 A space-time scatter diagram showing the history of a single signal, injected into the
space which is then subject to reflection, transmission and one-time storage

Figure 6 A space-time scatter diagram showing the history of a single signal, injected into the
space which is then subject to reflection, transmission and where an asymptotically decreasing
fraction of the signal is stored at nodes for all time into the future
3.2 A stubbed one-dimensional mesh as model for lossy wave propagation
The concept of a lossy stub was introduced as a generalisation by Johns in his seminal paper
which used 'propagation analysis' to demonstrate the links between TLM and finite difference
formulations for diffusion [9]. Indeed, if we refer to the basic node which he considered (see
below) we can see that if we have RS = 0 and transfer all of the capacitance of the system to the
stub, so that Z = 0, then we have effectively developed an implicit form of TLM, in that there is
no time-delay between nodes and like the implicit form of finite difference formulations, all
nodal values must be determined simultaneously. The idea of the lossy stub having been
introduced, to this author's knowledge, it has never been revisited until now. In this particular
case it provides another degree of freedom in our attempt to develop micro-scale models for
adsorption and for trapping or removal (temporary/permanent trapping) at the micro-scale.

Figure 7 A one-dimensional lossy node (length Δx) with an open-circuit stub of length Δx/2 and
impedance ZS, which is in series with a resistor, RS.
The first step in this treatment will be to undertake a circuit analysis to derive expressions for the
various scattering parameters. We start with the signal which was travelling along Z and

following its scatter it will either return along the same Z (ρLL), be transmitted along the other Z,
(τLL) or transmitted from the line to the stub (τLS).
The analysis is tedious but it can be shown that
for voltage pulses
2R(RS + Z S ) + R 2 − Z 2
ρ
=
( LL )V
(R + Z )(R + Z + 2RS + 2Z S )

2Z(RS + Z S )
(R + Z )(R + Z + 2RS + 2Z S )
2Z S
=
(R + Z + 2RS + 2Z S )

(τ LL )V =
(τ LS )V
and for current pulses

( ρ LL )I = ( ρ LL )V
2Z(RS + Z S )
(R + Z )(R + Z + 2RS + 2Z S )
2Z
=
(R + Z + 2RS + 2Z S )

(τ LL )I =
(τ LS )I

We then look at signals which are in the stub transmission line (ZS). These may be either
reflected (ρSS) or transmitted to the lines (τSL). it can be shown that
for voltage pulses
R + Z + 2RS − 2Z S
( ρSS )V =
R + Z + 2RS + 2Z S

(τ SL )V
and for current pulses

(25a)

2Z
=
R + Z + 2RS + 2Z S

(25b)

(25c)

( ρSS )I = ( ρSS )V
(τ SL )I =

2Z S
R + Z + 2RS + 2Z S

From ( ρ LL )I + (τ LL )I + (τ LS )I = 1 we see that current is conserved.

[ reflection ]I + [transmission ]I + [ first-time storage]I = 1 applies for all R, Z, RS and ZS.
We can also prove that energy is conserved for all R, Z, RS and ZS.
However, we can also see that ( ρ LL )V + (τ LL )V + (τ LS )V ≠ 1

(25d)

Voltage is not conserved and this is important when deciding upon suitable electrical analogues
for modelling physical parameters. In the modelling of thermal diffusion using lossy TLM it has
been possible to use voltage analogues for treating either heat or temperature. The fact that in
the modelling of problems with diffusion and storage, the scattering parameters for voltage and
current are not equivalent indicates that greater caution is essential.
4. TLM models of adsorption
Now that we have established the proper nature of current/power (matter/energy) conservation in
TLM networks with lossy stubs, it is proposed to apply the concepts in a range of applications
that emulate adsorption and reversible trapping. Of course, the total voltage given by eqn (20a)
which will be used to model the instantaneous local concentration of matter must be modified to
include the effects of the lossy stub
⎡ 2 kiVN (x) ⎤ ⎡ 2 kiVS (x) ⎤ ⎡ 2 kiVE (x) ⎤ ⎡ 2 kiVW (x) ⎤ ⎡ 2 kiVSt (x) ⎤
⎢ R+ Z ⎥+ ⎢ R+ Z ⎥+⎢ R+ Z ⎥+⎢ R+ Z ⎥+⎢ R + Z ⎥
⎣
⎦ ⎣
⎦ ⎣
⎦ ⎣
⎦ ⎣ S
S ⎦
k φ (x) =
⎡
⎤
4
1
⎡
⎤
⎢⎣ R + Z ⎥⎦ + ⎢ R + Z ⎥
⎣ S
S ⎦
i
( VSt is the voltage on the stub transmission line which is travelling towards the node)

(26)

It is assumed in adsorption that the species will be returned to the diffusing bulk at some later
time. Our considerations up to this moment have all assumed that this return occurs at the end of
the discretisation time-step, Δt. We could of course have other discrete time intervals by suitably
changing the length of the stub. Thus, if a stub was of length, Δx, a current impulse would reach
the open-circuit termination after Δt and would return to the main-line after 2Δt. This total return
from the stub requires that the reflection coefficient, ρSS = 0. After looking at the conditions for
this requirement we will then move on to network parameters and how they are inter-related in
the determination of the scattering, transmission and storage components in diffusion with
adsorption. One of the objectives will be to see if we can use TLM to move seamlessly from the
macro-scale to the micro-scale. This will be followed by a discussion on trap emptying, what
happens when ρSS ≠ 0.
4.1 Network components and the inter-relationship of reflection, transmission and storage.
The condition ρSS = 0 is effectively an expression of the fact that a signal which is travelling on
the stub in the direction of the line will not encounter a discontinuity when it arrives at RS. So
long as the line impedance is matched to what it sees (a serial connection of RS with two arms,
each of R+Z in parallel) then there is no reflection back into the stub.
R+Z
i.e. Z S = RS +
2
We can then look at [ reflection ]I + [ transmission ]I + [ first-time storage]I = 1 for different circuit
parameters and in the following paragraphs we will present several scenarios which have been

modelled using the techniques described above. For convenience, we have normalised the
characteristic impedance (set Z = 1)*
When R = 100 we find that the fraction of species that is reflected, [ reflection ] I is almost unity.
The inter-relationship between what is transmitted and what is trapped is shown in figure 8. The
reflected component is still close to 0.9 for R = 10 and the behaviour for R = 1 is entirely
consistent. Again, as RS is increased towards infinity, adsorption becomes negligible and the
results are indistinguishable from conventional diffusion models.

Figure 8 The variation of fractions of transmitted species (τLL)I/ρLL and trapped species (τLS)I/ρLL
(vertical axis) as a function of RS (horizontal axis) for the case when R = 100 and when the
condition ρSS = 0 applies. Since (ρLL)I = (ρLL)V the subscript is omitted here and subsequently.
The situation for reasonable values of RS where R = 0.01 is interesting because there is a region
over which the reflected component is negative. This becomes more prominent as R is further
reduced and the case where R = 0 is shown in figure 9. This situation may have no physical
meaning in the context of matter flux in the presence of adsorption, but it is nevertheless, a
curiosity that merits further investigation.

*

Unless otherwise stated the line impedance is normalised to 1 throughout the remainder of this
paper.

Figure 9 The variation of transmitted species, (τLL)I, trapped species (τLS)I and reflected species,
ρLL as a function of RS for the case when R = 0 and when the condition ρSS = 0 applies. The
vertical axis has been defined in the range -0.5 to 1 and it will be noted that at all times the sum,
(τLL)I + (τLS)I + ρLL = 1
In the treatments which are shown above we have been looking at the behaviour of ρLL, (τLL)I and
(τLS)I as a function of circuit parameters. Clearly, since we are attempting to simulate the
diffusion of species with adsorption, the region of negative reflection coefficient has no physical
meaning. However, the case where R = 0.1 showed the reflected component changing polarity,
so that an investigation of the conditions where ρLL= 0 might be instructive. This was
approached as follows:
The equation 2R(RS + Z S ) + R 2 − 1 = 0 where Z S = RS +

R +1
( ρ SS = 0 ) has two roots.
2

1 1
+
16RS2 + 8RS + 9 .
4 4
When this is inserted into (τLL)I and (τ LS)I we can see how trapping and transmission vary as a
function of RS and results are presented in figure 10.

The positive root of this equation is R = −RS −

This is another example where the scattering process can be represented in a space-time scatter
diagram and this is shown in figure 11. This should allow us to calculate the population of any
position and time in terms of the non-zero scattering parameters. At this moment this
combinatorial problem remains to be addressed.

Figure 10 The variation of the transmission (τLL)I and trapping (τLS)I coefficients as a function of
stub resistance for unit time discrete adsorption (ρSS = 0) for the special case where there the
reflection coefficient on the main line ρLL is zero (everything is either transmitted or trapped).
These values are with respect to a normalised main line impedance (Z = 1). The vertical axis
represents the value of these parameters (in the range 0 -1) and it can be seen that they sum to
unity for all values of RS.

Figure 11 A space-time scatter diagram for the conditions where ρ SS = 0 and the values of R and
Rs are related so that ρLL = 0

4.2 TLM models of reversible trapping
The process of trapping using TLM can be interpreted in terms of models where some of the
signal in-transit is trapped by the stub, and is not returned in-toto at some later time interval.
Instead, some fixed portion of the trapped signal is returned at every instant thereafter. This is
simply realised by having a lossy stub that is not matched to the line. If we consider a signal that
enters the stub at time kΔt. Fraction, τ SL of this is returned to the mesh at time (k+1)Δt while
ρ SS ≠ 0 is reflected back into the stub. At time (k+2)Δt a signal of amplitude ρ SS approaches the
2
node where a fraction τ SL ρ SS is returned to the main-lines while a fraction ρ SS
is reflected into
the stub.

Now let us imagine that this process had started at time index 1 and had continued for k-steps.
k
After this time we would have a signal of magnitude τ SL ρ SS
returned to the main-lines and
k +1
ρ SS reflected back into the stub. We can write
k
k
ρ SS
= ek loge ρSS which can be expressed as ρ SS
= e− k λ where λ = − log e ρ SS

Thus the intensity of signal which is emitted at time, k+1 is τ SL e− k λ
A series of TLM simulations were undertaken using the basic network components shown in
figure 12. At the start of the test an individual signal is moved from left to right across the
lossless main line. The lossy stub acts as a trap. The intensity of the signals returned to the line
thereafter were monitored and for the broad range of values for RS and ZS that were tested, the
TLM results were a perfect representation of exponential trap emptying.

Figure 12 The node comprising a lossless main-line with a lossy (unbalanced) stub which was
used to test for exponential emptying.
As a next step, let us imagine that we have a long one-dimensional string of TLM nodes with
traps as shown above. At some point in the middle of this string we place a current source which
provides a unit injection at every iteration time-step. So, if we examine the situation at time
index k+1 we will observe that the signal that was injected at time index 1 returns a proportion of
this signal τ SL e− k λ . The signal that was injected at time index 2 returns τ SL e−(k −1) λ and so on.
At time index (k+1) we have a summation of detrapped signals which is given by
τ SL ⎡⎣1 + e− λ + e−2 λ + e−3λ + . . .⎤⎦

We see here a well-known series,
k
⎡ eλ − e− k λ ⎤
τ SL ∑ e− k λ = τ SL ⎢ λ
⎥
0
⎣ e −1 ⎦

(27)

This is identical in form to a chemical kinetics problem where we might look at the iterationdependence of the concentration of a product, P which is generated from a constantly replenished
source of reactant, R which is simultaneously experiencing a first order decay
d[P]
d[R]
(28a)
=−
= − λ ( A − [R])
dt
dt
Remember that this is being seen from the point of view of the trap being emptied. The solution
of such an equation, subject to the initial condition that when k = 0 the concentration of product
is zero, when translated back into the scattering parameters of the TLM node in figure 12 with
unit input gives
⎡ τ
⎤
[P]k = ⎢ SL ⎥ ⎡⎣1 − e−(k +1) λ ⎤⎦
⎣ 1 − ρ SS ⎦

which is identical to Eqn (27) with the substitution ρ SS = e− λ

(28b)

5. Conclusions
After an introduction to TLM this paper implicitly posed the question: "Can TLM be used to
model trapping and adsorption/desorption processes?" The answer is clearly affirmative, but the
work has demonstrated that there may exist ranges over which any analogue model retains
physical meaning. It is hoped that others may find the exercise as insightful as this author has.
Operating within a narrow discipline it is easy to forget some basic principles. While
concentration (temperature) may appear to be conserved in one-dimensional TLM diffusion
models, this may not be true for higher dimensions. It has been demonstrated that for many of
the models for adsorption etc that have been considered here it is essential to avoid this pit-fall
and only work with the truly conserved quantities, e.g. matter flux (as the physical analogue of
electric current) and energy.
A combinatorial approach based on scatter diagrams has been found to be extremely useful in
one-dimensional diffusion problems and can be extended to higher dimensions. In this work
which has considered exponential trap emptying and adsorption/desorption we have indicated
how scatter diagrams are developed and it is left as an exercise to specialists in combinatorial
theory to come up with expressions for the local concentration of species as a function of discrete
time. The extension of these ideas to permanent trapping, recombination, annihilation will be
considered in another paper.
Many research papers which present a body of theory also present comparisons with analytical
benchmarks or with experimental data. This paper might seem to be lacking in this area but
there is already a significant body of confirmatory evidence [5] and the emphasis here has been
on the integration of different pieces of work which come under the general heading of the
adsorption/trapping of species. It is only where novel ideas have been presented that derivative
proof or comparisons with analytical methods have been provided. Nevertheless, we are led to
an extension of the fundamental question: "can TLM be used to model trapping and
adsorption/desorption processes at both the macro and micro-scales?" This is addressed in part
B of this paper.
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